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Abstract 
A graph G is quasi claw-free if it satisfies the property: d(x,y)=2 ~ there exists 
u E N(x)N N(y) such that N[u]C Nix] U N[y]. This property is satisfied if in particular u does 
not center a claw (induced K1.3). Many known results on claw-free graphs, dealing with 
matching and hamiltonicity are extended to the larger class of quasi-claw-free graphs. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider only finite, undirected graphs G=(V,E) of order n. The open neigh- 
borhood, the closed neighborhood and the degree of vertex u are denoted by N(u)= 
{x E V Ixu EE}, N[u] = {u} UN(u) and d(u), respectively. I f A,B are disjoint sub- 
sets of V, then E(A,B) denotes the set of edges that join a vertex in A and a vertex 
in B. For S C V, og(G - S) denotes the number of components left when the set S 
of vertices is removed from G. The domination umber 7(G)is the minimum cardi- 
nality taken over all dominating sets in G. We shall denote by (S) the subgraph of 
G induced by S C V(G). A claw is an induced subgraph of G, isomorphic to Kt,3. 
We denote by ~(G) the independence number of G. The square G 2 of G is the graph 
(V(G),{uvlu, vEV; d(u,v)<<,2}), where d(u,v) is the distance in G from u to v. 
It will be convenient to associate with each pair (a,b) of vertices at distance 2 the set 
J(a, b) = {u E N(a) f] N(b) IN[u] c_ N[a] U N[b]}. 
A graph G is quasi claw-free if every pair (x, y) of vertices at distance 2 satisfies the 
condition J(x, y )~ 9. We denote the classes of claw-free and quasi-claw-free graphs 
by CF and QCF, respectively. 
Given a graph G=(V,E) and an injection f :  V---~ (where R is the set of natural 
numbers) we define the graph G(f)  as follows: to each vertex x of G we associate 
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a complete graph Kf(x) and we join each vertex of Kf(x) to every vertex of gf(y) 
whenever xy E E(G). We note that if G is in QCF then so does G(f). 
For r~>3, let Qr denote the graph with vertex set /~ U V1 u/I2 and edge set 
E0 UE1 UE2, where ~, Ei (0~<i~<2) are defined as follows: /~--{0}, VI = {1,2 . . . . .  r}, 
V2 = {(i,j) [ 1 <~i<j<~r}, E0 = {0i l ie VI}, E1 = {i(s,t) liE VI, (s,t) E V2 and either i---s 
or i = t} and E2 = {(i,j)(s, t) [ (i,j), (s, t) E V2 and {i,j} M {s, t} ~ 9}. Clearly, d(0) = r, 
d(u)= 1 +( r -  1 )=r  if uE V1 and d(u) - -2+[(~)  - 1 - ( rS2) ]=2( r -  1) if uE V2. 
r+l One can easily check that Qr is a quasi-claw-free graph of order 1 + r + (~) = 1 ÷ ( 2 )" 
The graph Q4 is depicted in Fig. 1. 
We say that a graph G belongs to class .~ if there exist f:V---* R and r~>3 such 
that G is isomorphic to Q~(f). 
By the inflation of any graph G we mean a graph which is obtained by replacing 
each vertex u by a complete graph Ka~(u~ and joining each edge of G to a different 
vertex of Kay(u). Obviously the inflation of G is claw-free. 
2. Properties of quasi-claw-free graphs 
(P1) Obviously, every claw-free graph is quasi-claw-free. Conversely, every graph in 
.~ is not claw-free. Thus CF C QCF. 
(P2) Recognizing a quasi-claw-free graph can be obviously done in polynomial time. 
(P3) A quasi-claw-free graph is not necessarily Kl,r-free with r~>3 (see the graph 
Qr). Infinite classes of graphs in QCF with many induced Kl,r exist (see, for 
instance, .~). 
(P4) The smallest graph in QCF\CF is of order 7 (see Fig. 2). 
(P5) A graph is locally claw-free if (N(x)) is claw-free for every vertex  of G. There 
exist infinitely many quasi-claw-free graphs that are not locally claw-free (see, 
for instance, .~). 









(P6) To any graph G we can associate a graph T(G) which is in QCF\CF. We first 
consider the inflation G* of G, so each vertex u of G is replaced by a complete 
graph K(u). Add a triangle xyz to K(u) and join x,y,z to every vertex of K(u). 
Let Kl(u) be the new subgraph. Identify the vertices x, y,z of the configuration 
A of Fig. 3 and those of Kl(u). Repeating this operation for all u E V(G), we 
obtain the required graph T(G). The graph T(G) with G ~ K1,3 is depicted in 
Fig. 4. Note that other possible adequate configurations than A exist. 
(P7) The class QCF is different from the class of almost claw-free graphs (ACF) 
introduced by Ryjfi6ek [17]. A graph is almost claw-free if it is locally 2- 
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Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
dominated and the set of all vertices that center induced claws is independent. 
Clearly .~ C QCF\ACF. On the other hand, there exist infinitely many graphs in 
ACF\QCF. For instance, M(f )  C ACF\QCF where f is any injection V---+ R and 
M is the graph depicted in Fig. 5. 
(P8) There exist 2-connected graphs in QCF\CF that are not hamiltonian. An example 
is T(G) where G is the graph of Fig. 6. This example asily extends to an infinite 
class of examples. 
(P9) A connected quasi-claw-free graph with maximum degree at least 3 contains 
a triangle. 
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Fig. 6. 
Proof. Assume that G is triangle-free. We observe that z E J (x ,y)  implies that 
d(z) = 2. Choose a vertex a such that d(a) ~> 3 with three neighbors u, v, w. These 
neighbors form an independent set for otherwise there is nothing more to prove. 
Let bEJ(u,v).  Clearly b¢a,w and abf~E. Since d(a,b)=2 we may assume, 
without loss of generality, u E J(a, b). Considering J(u, w) then yields an imme- 
diate contradiction since J ( u, w) ~ 0, a, b q~ J ( u, w) and d ( u ) = 2. [] 
Let G.K2 denote the strong product of G and K2, that is the graph (V(H) ,E(H))  
where V(H) = V(G) x {ul, U2} and (x, U i)(y, uj) E E(H) if and only if either x = y 
and i C j  or x ¢ y and xy E E(G) with i,j E { 1,2}. The following proposition is 
straightforward. 
(P10) The strong product G.Kz of a quasi-claw-free graph G is quasi-claw-free. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate to what extent known results on claw-flee 
graphs still hold for quasi-claw-free graphs. 
3. Matching 
Lenuna 1. I f  G is a connected quasi-claw-free graph then og(G - S)<<. ISI + 1 for 
every subset S of V(G). Moreover, the inequality is strict if G is 2-connected. 
Proof. Supposing the lemma is not valid, among all proper subsets of V(G) not satis- 
fying the condition of the lemma, choose S C V(G) such that ~o(G- S )> ISI and IS I is 
smallest possible. Denote the components of G -S  by 1-11,1-12 ..... lip. If [S I = 1, then G 
is not 2-connected and hence p = ~o(G - S) t> ISI + 2 = 3. It is clear then that G is not 
quasi-claw-flee and hence IS[ ~> 2. Now, for i E { 1 . . . . .  p} set Si = {a E S I N(a) fq V(Hi) 
50}.  Since G is connected, Si ~:0. Since IsI <p,  without loss of generality, we 
may assume $1 fqS2 S0.  This implies there exist vertices x E V(H1) and y E V(H2) 
with d(x ,y)=2.  Since G is quasi-claw-free, there exists uE J (x ,y )  for some uES.  
Clearly N(u)CSU V(H1) U V(H2). Set T=S\{u}.  Then co(G-  T )= co(G-S) -  1 > 
IS I - I= IT  1. This is a contradiction to the choice of S. [] 
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As an immediate consequence we have 
Theorem 1. Every 2-connected quasi-claw-free graph is 1-tough. 
Theorem 2. Every even connected quasi-claw-free graph has a perfect matching. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 1 and the classic theorem of Tutte [19] on the existence 
of a 1-factor which can be restated as 
A connected graph G of even order has a perfect matching if and only if G does 
not contain a set S such that G - S has at least ISI + 2 odd components. [] 
Theorem I is an analogue of a result in paper [5] for the class of almost claw-free 
graphs, while Theorem 2 extends an earlier result established in [13, 18] for the class 
of claw-free graphs. 
4. Chvtttal and Erd6s-type results 
Some additional notation is needed. Let C be a longest cycle of a x-connected, 
nonhamiltonian graph G in which an orientation is fixed. For u E V(C), u+(u - )  de- 
notes its successor (predecessor) on C. I f  u, v E V(C) then uCv denotes the con- 
secutive vertices on C from u to v (including u and v) in the chosen direction 
of C. The same vertices, in the reverse order, are denoted uCv. Let H be a com- 
ponent of G-  V(C). Let Nc(H)= {dl,..., dx}, where the subscripts are taken mod- 
ulo k. We assume that dl . . . . .  dk occur on C in the order of their indices and we 
set Ci =d+Cdi+l, ( i=  1 . . . . .  x -  1) and Cx=d+Cd; -. We call a vertex uE V(Ci) in- 
sertible if there exist v, v+E V(C)\V(Ci) such that uv, uv+E E. Given an independent 
set X, DO() denotes the set of vertices adjacent o at least two vertices of X. Our 
main results in this section rely on the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 2 (Ainouche [2]). Let G be a K-connected graph with x >~ 2, C be a longest 
cycle of G and H be a component of G-  C. Then 
(a) For each i E {1,..., x}, Ci contains a noninsertible vertex. Let xi be the first 
noninsertible vertex along Ci ( i=  1 .. . . .  x) and set Wi = V(d+Cxi), Wo = V(H). Also 
set X = {x0,xl . . . . .  xx }, xo E Wo and for 1 <~ i # j <~ x choose ui E Wi, uj E Wj. Then 
(b) N(ui)f3 Wo =0. 
(c) There is no vertex vEuiCuj such that uiv+ ujvEE. 
(d) N(ui)ON(uj)C V(C)\U~¢=I W/. 
(e) Any set W = {wi E Wi ] 0 <~ i <. x} (in particular X)  is an independent set. 
Lenuna 3. Let G be a connected quasi-claw-free graph of order n. Suppose that G 
contains a cycle C of length r, 3<,r <n but no cycle of length r+ 1. Then u-u + EE 
for every vertex u of C that has neighbors in V\V(C). 
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Proof. Let C=VlV2 ...vrvl be a cycle of length r in G and suppose, without loss of 
generality, we have a vertex x E V(C) adjacent o Vl and vrv2 (~ E. Clearly, xv2,XVr 
V(C), for otherwise replacing vjvl by vjxvl with jE{r ,2}  we get a cycle of length 
r + 1. Since d(x, v2) -- 2, choose a vertex y E J(x, v2). Obviously, y ¢ vl since VrV2 E E 
by assumption. Suppose first y =vj for some j, 2 < j  < r. By the definition of J(x, v2), 
we have vj+l EN(x)UN(v2). In either case, C is extended through x into a cycle 
of length r + 1. So y~ V(C). We note that vlyf~E and vlv2yxvl is a cycle 
of length 4. Therefore r>3.  Similarly, there exists z E J(x, vr) with z ~ V(C). Note 
that z ~ y for otherwise v2 E N(x) UN(vr), a contradiction to our assumption. Since 
r>3,  133~p r. Because d(v3,y)=2 we choose a vertex, wEJ(v3,y). Suppose first 
w = vj for some j ~ 3, 1 ~<j ~< r. Clearly, a contradiction arises if j E {4 . . . . .  r - 1 } 
since then Vj+l EN(y)UN(v3) and C can be extended through y. If  vj=v2 then 
vl EN(y)UN(v3). Since yvi (~E, we conclude that VlV3 EE. But then 1)rZXOll)3Cor 
is a cycle of length r+ 1. Also vl ~ J (y ,  v3) since yvl (~E. Further vr~J(t93, y) for 
otherwise vl EN(y)UN(v3) and a contradiction arises in either case. Therefore, it 
remains to consider the case where J (v3,y)c V\V(C). Suppose first w=z. Since 
z E N(y) NN(v3), we have in particular zy E E. But then vrzyv2Cvr is a cycle of length 
r + 1. Next suppose w=x. As wEJ(v3,y) we have xv3 EE and vl EN(y)UN(v3). 
But we have already seen that yvl,VlV3 ~E. We have now to assume wf~ V(C) with 
w distinct from z and x (and y by definition). Since y E J(x, v2) it follows that 
wEN(x)UN(v2). Clearly, wv2 ~E and hence xwEE.  But then VlXWV3CVl is a cycle 
of length r + 1. With this last contradiction, the proof of the lemma is complete. [] 
Theorem 3. A ~c-connected quasi-claw-free graph, (K ~>2) is hamiltonian if 
o~(G2) ~< re. 
Proof. Suppose that G is not hamiltonian and let C be a longest cycle. Consider the 
independent set X of noninsertible vertices associated with C as defined in Lemma 2. 
We note that D(X)¢O for otherwise X would be independent in G 2 and hence 
~(G2)>~ ]X I > k>~ x. We now show that a contradiction arises by considering two ver- 
tices of X with a common neighbor in DO(). Assume that xi,xj EX, O<<.i <j<~k are 
these vertices. By the definition of G, there exists a vertex u E J(xi, x j )c  N(xi)MN(xj). 
Let us consider two cases. 
Case 1: Suppose i = 0. By Lemma 2(d), u E V(C). More precisely, u E Nc(xo). With- 
out loss of generality, we may assume that u = dl and j ¢ k (otherwise change the 
orientation of C). By the maximality of C, we have XoU- f~ E. Since xj is noninsertible 
and j ~ k by assumption, xju- q~ E, a contradiction to the fact that u EJ(xo,xj) implies 
u- e N(xo) U N(xj ). 
Case 2: Suppose i>0 .  We may assume i=1 and uEx+Cx~. By Lemma 2(d), 
uf~ V(d+Cxl). Thus, uEN(xj )NN(xl )N V(Ch) for some h, 1 <j<~h<~k. Since xl is 
noninsertible and h ~ 1, xlu + ~E. By Lemma 2(c), xju + ~E. But then, u + ~N(xl)fq 
N(xj), a contradiction. [] 
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Theorem 3 extends a result proved in [1,2] for the class of claw-flee graphs. 
Corollary 1. Let G be a K-connected (x f>2) quasi-claw-free 9raph. l f  D(X) # 0 for 
every independent set X of cardinality (x + 1), then G is hamiltonian. 
Proof. It suffices to show that ~(G2)<~K, in which case the conclusion follows 
from Theorem 2. Suppose, to the contrary, the existence of an independent set X = 
{xl . . . . .  x~+l} of cardinality x +1 in G 2. In G, N(xi)N N(xj)-~O whenever i # j. 
Therefore D(X)--0, a contradiction to the hypothesis. [] 
Corollary 2. A K-connected (x j>2) quasi-claw-free 9raph G is hamiltonian if 
7(G)--.< x. 
ProoL Let B = {bl . . . . .  b~} be a dominating set satisfying the hypothesis of 
Corollary 2. Clearly, D(X) N B ~ 0 for every independent set X of cardinality x + 1 
and hence Corollary 1 applies. [] 
For the class of claw-flee graphs this result was proved by Ryj~i6ek [17]. 
Corollary 3. A x-connected quasi-claw-free 9raph (x~>2) /s hamiltonian if 
d(v)>~n - x 
vEX 
holds for every independent set X of cardinality (x + 1 ). 
Proof. We show that D(X) # 0 is true for every independent set X of cardinality (x+ 1 ) 
and hence Corollary 1 applies. Suppose, on the contrary, D(X) = 0 for some X. Then 
~vcX d(v) = IN(X)I ~n -- Ixl < n - x, a contradiction. [] 
Corollary 3 applies of course if G is claw-flee, a result first proved in [20]. 
Corollary 4. A x-connected quasi-claw-free 9raph, (x j>2) of diameter at most 2 is 
hamiltonian. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Corollary 1. [] 
Corollary 4 extends a result of Gould [10] dealing with claw-flee graphs. 
5. Fan-type results 
The following result for general graphs is due to Fan. 
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Theorem 4 (Fan [9]). Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n. I f  d(x, y )= 2 
max{d(x),d(y)} >~n/2, then is G hamiltonian. 
Bedrossian et al. [4] have slightly improved Fan's result. 
Theorem 5 (Bedrossian et al. [4]). Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n. I f  
d (x ,y )=2 ~ max{d(x),d(y)}>>.n/2 holds for each pair of vertices of an induced 
claw of G or induced modified claw of G, then is G hamiltonian. 
An induced modified claw is an induced subgraph isomorphic to a claw to which 
one extra edge is added. A much stronger esult for hamiltonicity is given in this 
section. As obvious Corollaries we derive sufficient conditions for the class of QCF 
graphs (and hence for the class of CF graphs). 
Theorem 6. Let G be a 2-connected graph. I f  [N(a)NN(b )[ >~ 2 and J(a,b ) ¢ (~ holds 
whenever d(a, b) = 2, {x E N(a) A N(b)ld(x) = 2} = ~ and d(a) ~d(b) < n/2, then G is 
hamiltonian. 
The following lemmas are needed. 
Lemma 4 (Ronghua [16]). Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n. Then G has a 
cycle passing through all vertices of degree at least n/2. 
Lemma 5. Let G be a graph and let P=XlX2...Xp, p < n be a path. I f  d(xl ) + 
d(xp)>~n then there exists a cycle C in G containing all vertices of P. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. If XlXp C E then there is nothing more to prove. 
Also N(Xl)A N(xp)C_ V(P) for otherwise a required cycle exists in G. Let H be the 
subgraph induced by V(P). Then dH(Xl) + dt4(Xp)>>.n - (n - IV(H)I) = IV(H)I. Since 
P is a hamiltonian path in H, a standard argument shows that H is hamiltonian. [] 
Proof of Theorem 6. By Lemma 4, there exists a cycle C = vlv2...VrVl containing all 
vertices of degree at least n/2. Subject o this condition, C is chosen to be of maximum 
length. In order to derive a contradiction, we assume r < n. Since G is 2-connected, 
there exists a path n joining two vertices of C, vl and vj say, that is internally vertex 
disjoint from C. Let x, y be successively the successor of vl and the predecessor of 
vj on n (possibly x = y). Setting H = (V(C) tA V(n)), we see d(v2) + d(Vj+l) < n by 
Lemma 5 because v2 and vj+l are endpoints of a hamiltonian path in H. Without 
loss of generality we may assume d(v2) < n/2. Since x ~ V(C), we have d(x) < n/2. 
Also no vertex of N(x)fq N(v2) has degree two for otherwise we can extend C. By 
hypothesis, J(x, v2) ~ ~ and ]N(x)nN(v2)l >~2. Let u ¢ V 1 be a vertex of N(x)NN(v2). 
Clearly, uEV(C)  for otherwise replace vlv2 by vlxuv2, Set u=vi, i# l  (possibly 
i= j ) .  We claim that Vl E J(x, v2) for otherwise vi+l E N(x)UN(v2) and in either case 
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a contradiction arises. Thus, v2vr EE since vrxq~E. Note that 13i+lfVlxvil)2fvi_ 1 is a 
hamiltonian path in H = C + x. By the maximality of C and by Lemma 5 it follows 
d(vi-1) q-d(Vi+l)< n. Therefore, at least one of the vertices Vi_l,Vi+ 1 has degree less 
than n/2. Without loss of generality, assume d(Vi+l )< n/2. Now (x, vi+l) satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 6 and hence J(x, vi+l ) is not empty. The same arguments used 
for Vl apply for vi, implying Vi_lVi+ 1 E E. But then VlXViv2fv i_ lV i+l fv 1 contradicts the 
maximality of C. [] 
Remark. It is easy to verify that if d(a, b) = 2, and {x E N(a) M N(b) [ d(x) = 2} = 0 
then [N(a)fqN(b)[ >~2 and J(a,b) ~ ~ hold whenever a,b are not vertices of an induced 
claw of G or induced modified claw of G. 
Corollary 5. Let G be a 2-connected quasi-claw-free graph of order n. I f  
IN(a) n N(b)[ >/2 holds whenever d(a, b) = 2, {x E N(a) f3 N(b) I d(x)-- 2} = 0 and 
d(a)<.d(b) < n/2, then G is hamiltonian. 
Theorem 7. Let G be a 2-connected quasi-claw-free 9raph of order n>~3. I f  
IN(a) M N(b)l >>, 2 holds whenever d(a, b) = 2 and {x E N(a) fq N(b) [ d(x) = 2} = 0 
then G is a cycle or is pancyclic. 
Proof. Suppose G ~g Cn. By (P9), G contains a triangle since its maximum degree must 
be at least 3 for otherwise G ~ Cn. Let C be any cycle of length 3 ~< r < n. Suppose that 
a cycle of length r -4- 1 does not exist. Since G is connected, there must exist a vertex 
xf~ V(C) adjacent o some vertex u of C. By Lemma 3, u-u+EE. Let yEN(x)  N 
N(u+). By hypothesis we can choose y ~ u. I fyE  V(C) then y-y+ EE by Lemma 3 
a contradiction is obtained. So y (~ V(C) and by Lemma 3, uu ++ E E. Similarly, there 
exists z E N(x) r3 N(u - )  with z f~ V(C) and u - -u  E E. But then u--uxyu+Cu - -  is a 
cycle of length r + 1. [] 
Corollary 6. Let G be a 2-connected claw-free graph of order n>>.3. I f  IN(a) A 
N(b)[/>2 holds whenever d (a ,b ) :2  and {xEN(a)M N(b)ld(x)=2} =~) then G is 
a cycle or is pancyclic. 
Let us denote the modified claw by Z~ in order to keep a consistent notation with 
Section 7. 
Corollary 7 (Gould and Jacobson [11], and Oberly and Sumner [4]). Let G be a 
2-connected graph containing no claw and no induced subgraph isomorphic to Z1. 
Then G is pancyclic or a cycle. 
Corollary 8. Let G be a connected, quasi-claw-free graph. Then G. K2 is pancyclic. 
Proof. By proposition (PI0), the strong product H=G.  K2 is quasi claw-free. 
Clearly, H~C2n since 6(H)~>3 (n is the order of G). The conclusion follows then 
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from Theorem 6 as it is easy to check that INn(a)M Nt4(b)[~>2 holds whenever 
dl¢(a,b)=2. [] 
Corollary 8 extends to quasi-claw-free graphs a result obtained by Ramachandran 
and Parvathy in [15] for claw-free graphs. 
For the remaining sections, another lemma will be useful. 
Lemma 6. Let G be a 2-connected quasi-claw-free graph of order n and let C = 
VlV2... VrVl be any cycle of length r, 3 ~r  < n. I f  ViXl...XpVj is a path whose internal 
vertices are all in VkV(C) with 1 <<.i < j<~r, p~ l, then 
(a) j - i>~4, 
(b) E({Oi}, {vj-2, vj-1, Vj+l, vj+2}) = E({vj}, {vi-2, vi-1, Vi+l, vi+2} ) : 0, 
(C) E({vi+I, vi+2} , {Vj+l, vj+2} ) -~ E({vi-1,/3i--2}, {Vj--1, Vj--2}) = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, Vm-lVm+l EE for m=i, j .  The proof is then straightforward. [] 
6. Local conditions 
Oberly and Sumner [14] proved that a connected, locally connected claw-free graph 
on at least three vertices is hamiltonian. Clark [8] proved that under these conditions 
G is vertex pancyclic (every vertex is on cycles of length 3 . . . . .  n). Later, Hendry [12] 
proved that these conditions imply that G is fully cycle extendable. We believe that 
Clark's result is also true for quasi claw-free graphs. In this paper, we prove a weaker 
version. 
Theorem 8. A connected, locally connected quasi-claw-free 9raph of order n >13 is 
pancyclic. 
Proof. Suppose G satisfies the hypothesis and let C be a cycle of length r < n. We 
want to prove that a cycle of length r + 1 exists. Since G is connected there exists 
x~ V(C) and uE V(C) such that uxEE. Since G is locally connected, there exists a 
path rc in (N(u)) joining x to either u + or u- .  Choose x, zr such that the length of rc 
is minimum. Let y be the first vertex of rc on C. By the choice of ~, xy E E. Clearly, 
y ¢ u +, u-  for otherwise C is extended through x. By Lemma 3, u+u-,y+y - EE and 
hence yu +, yu- f~ E by Lemma 6(b). Let z be the next vertex of rc on C. By definition 
of n, z E N(u). We assume, without loss of generality z E yCu and then prove a series 
of assertions. 
(1) The vertex u EJ(u+,x)MJ(u- ,x) .  
Suppose (1) false and let v EJ(u+,x), v ¢ u. Note that v E V(C) for otherwise replacing 
C by uxvu+Cy-y+Cu we get a cycle of length r + 1. By Lemma 3, v+v - EE. But 
then a contradiction arises with Lemma 6.b. The same conclusion holds if v E J (u- ,x) .  
(2) The set {u+,u-,y+,y -}  CN(z). 
From (1), we conclude that z E ( N (x ) U N ( u- )) N ( N (x ) tO N ( u+ ) ). But xz q~ E by the 
choice of ~z. Therefore z E N(u-  ) N N(u +). Similarly z E N(y-  ) M N(y +). 
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(3) The vertices z - , z  + satisfy z -z  + q~ E, (N(u) U N(y) )  A {z-,z + } = (~. 
If  z -z  + E E then the length of uxyzu+Cy-y+Cz-z+Cu is r + l. Clearly uz + q~E 
for otherwise [V(uz+Cu-u+Cy-y+Czyxu) l=r  + 1 and uz-~E for otherwise 
[V(uxyzCu-u+Cy-y+Cz-u)[  =r + 1. By symmetry, N(y)  tO {z- ,z +} =~. By (2) 
and (3), it appears that u and y play a symmetric role. Having chosen an orientation 
for C, we choose among all cycles of length r one for which [V(yCz)[ is minimum. 
By this choice, we may assume 
(4) There is no vertex v E y+Cz- such that uv, uv + EE. 
Suppose (4) false and let such vertex v exist. I f  w E vCz-  satisfying the condition 
yw, yw+EE exists then replacing y-yy+ by y-y+ and ww + by wyw + in C we 
obtain a cycle C t with length r and where (4) is satisfied. If  such vertex does not 
exist then replacing u-uu + by u-u + and vv + by vuv + in C we obtain a cycle C p with 
length r. In C ,  we exchange u and y to obtain a cycle of equal length and where (4) 
is satisfied. 
Let us now consider a vertex a E J (u,z-) .  This vertex exists by the definition of G 
since d(u, z -  ) = 2. By (3), a ¢ y since N(z -  ) N {y} = ~. We note that a contradiction 
is obtained if a ~ V(C) since then [V(uzCu-u+Cz-au)[ =r + 1. Depending on the 
position of a on C, the following 3 cases are needed. In either case, we contradict our 
assumption. 
Case 1" Suppose a E V(z+Cu -).  Since a E J (u ,z - )  then a E N(u)fqN(z-),  aC z + by 
(3) and a -  EN(u)UN(z - ) .  I f  a -  EN(z - ) ,  the cycle uxyzCa-z--Cy+y--Cu+u--Cau 
provides a contradiction. If a -  E N(u), then I V (uxyCz-aCu-u+Cy-zCa-u) [  = r + l. 
Case 2: Suppose a E V(u+Cy-). Note that a Cy-  by Lemma 6(b). By definition 
of a, a + E N(u) n N(z- ) .  As in Case 1, C is extended as uxyCz-a+Cy-zCu-u+Cau 
if a + EN(z - )  and as uxyzCu-u+Caz--Cy+y--Ca+u if a+ EN(u). 
Case 3: Suppose aE V(y+Cz-).  Consider a -EN(u)UN(z - ) .  We first note that 
a Cy  + by Lemma 6(b). I f  a -EN(z - )  then uxyzCu-u+Cy-y+Ca-z -Cau  is an ex- 
tension of C through x. By (4), a-~N(u)  whenever a EN(u). The proof is now 
complete. [] 
7. Forbidden subgraphs 
As in [11], let Z,. be the graph obtained by identifying a vertex of a triangle and an 
end vertex of a path of length i and B be the graph obtained by identifying a vertex in 
two distinct copies of a triangle. The following two theorems are extensions of results 
obtained for claw-free graphs by Gould and Jacobson [11]. 
Theorem 9. Let G be a 2-connected, quasi-claw-free 9raph of order n that contains 
no induced subgraph isomorphic to Z2. Then G is pancyclic or a cycle. 
Proof. Suppose G satisfies the hypothesis and is not a cycle. Let C=vlv2...VrVl be 
any cycle of length 3 ~ r < n. We want to prove that a cycle of length r + 1 exists in G. 
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Let 
7t=/)ixlx2...xp/)j, 1 <<.i<j<<.r 
be a minimum path whose internal vertices are all in V\V(C). Assume, without 
loss of generality that i = 1. Since G is 2-connected, we choose i ¢ j .  By Lemma 3, 
/)2Vr, Vj--1/)j+t EE. By the choice of n, N(vl)f~ {xl .... ,Xp}= {xl} and N(xl)M{vxCvj} 
C__{vl, vj}. We now consider two cases 
Case 1: Suppose p=l .  Since ({vr, v2,vl,xbvj}) ~/Z2 then one of the edges VlVj, v2b, 
VrVj is in G. By Lemma 6(b), N(vj)M {v2, Vr}=0 and hence vjvl EE. Note that 
4<j<r -  2 by Lemma 6(a). Choose m,2<~m<j, as small as possible such that 
{vilm<~i<j} cN(vj). Since ({VbXbVj, Vm, Vm-1}) ~Z2, we must have (N(vl)UN(xl))M 
{Vm, V,~_l}7~O. By Lemma 6(b), v2vjf~E, so m>2. If vhvlEE, with hE 
{m,m - 1}, then VlvhCV2Vr-CVj+lVj-X-CVh+lVjXlVl is a cycle of length r + 1 (recall 
that by assumption, xlvh q~E). 
Case 2: Suppose p>~2. Clearly, p=2 and jE  {r,2} for otherwise ({v~,v2,vl,XbX2}) 
would be isomorphic to Z2. Assume x2v2 EE. By Lemma 3, vlv3 EE. We claim that 
N(xl ) N {Vr, V2,/)3 } : • and N(x2) N {Vr, Vl, v3 } = 0. Obviously, xl/)2, X1/Jr, X2/)3,X2/)l ~ E. 
If XlV3 EE then/)lXlV3CVr/)2vl is a cycle of length r+ 1. The same arguments apply if 
x2/)r EE. As a consequence, we have /)r/)3 ~E for otherwise ({/)r,/)3,/)l,Xl,X2}) -~ Z 2. 
To get a contradiction to this assertion, consider a vertex a of J(xb v3). This vertex 
exists since d(xj,/)3) = 2. If a E {/)~,/)t } then/)r/)3 E E, a contradiction. Also a ¢/)2 since 
Xl/)2 £ E. If a = Vh with h ¢ r, 1,2, 3 then /)h+l E N(/)3) U N(Xl ). Obviously, xl Vh+l ~ E 
since Xl/)hEE by definition of a:vh.  Thus /)3/)h+1 EE, a contradiction by Lemma 
6(c). It remains to assume a f~ V(C). But then /)lxla/)3CVl is the cycle that provides 
a contradiction. The theorem is then proved. [] 
Remark. For all r>~3, one can easily check that Qr satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 9 and is vertex pancyclic. 
Using standard arguments the following can also be shown. 
Theorem 10. Let G be a 2-connected, quasi claw-free, Z3-free and B-free graph. Then 
G is hamiltonian. 
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